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Overview
• Similarity is crucial in evaluating both
input-output and surface correspondence in
Agreement by Correspondence (Rose and
Walker, 2004).

• However, the representational structure
necessary to compute similarity is often left
undefined.

• I encode similarity as a weighted featural lattice
in Gradient Harmonic Grammar (Smolensky
et al., 2014).

• The gradient representational system correctly
predicts patterns of laryngeal consonant
co-occurrence in Lezgian, providing a reanalysis
of (Ozburn and Kochetov, 2018).

Lezgian
• Co-occurring stops in Lezgian generally agree in
Laryngeal.

• Yet surprisingly Tʰ↔T and T↔D (T’=Ejective,
T=Voiceless, Tʰ=Aspirated, D=Voiced) are also
overrepresented in the corpus.

• Over-represented laryngeal co-occurrences in
Lezgian O/E>1

Ejective-Ejective [q’ats’un] ‘get dirty’
Voiceless-Voiceless [qaqa] ‘ready’
Voiced-Voiced [midad] ‘grieve’
Aspirated-Aspirated [tʃʰipʰ] ‘fool’
Aspirated-Voiceless [kʰutsun] ‘to flush’
Voiceless-Voiced [kudaj] ‘hot’

Proposal

• The challenge is to define similarity as to allow overrepresented but
disharmonic exceptions while penalizing the underrepresented structures.

• Perceptual distance/similarity is defined as the summed weights of
unshared features: distancew(x, y) =

∑
f∈F wf · δf(x, y),

δf(x, y) =

{
0, if x and y share the feature f
1, else

categorical similarity

• Corr[d ≤ k] is proposed with respect to the similarity metric: if
distance ≤ k, two segments must be in correspondence.

• The weights on features factor into the computation of Ident-IO and
Ident-CC (P = w × wf ).

{cg, voiced, sg}
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i. /et͡sigun/ a. [et͡sxigyun][d. = 0.2] + 1 −0.1
b. [et͡sxikxun][d. = 0] 0.2 −1.0
c. [et͡sxik’xun][d. = 0.1] 0.2 + 0.1 −1.5

ii. /qat͡s’un/ a. [q’xat͡s’xun][d. = 0] + 0.2 −1.0
b. [qxat͡s’xun] [d. = 0.1] 0.1 −1.8
c. [qxat͡sʰxun] [d. = 0.3] 0.3 0.3 + 0.1 −7.4
d. [qxat͡s’yun] [d. = 0.1] 1 1 −20.1

Conclusion

• The current study accounts for laryngeal
co-occurrence patterns in Lezgian by introducing a
gradient featural similarity lattice, over which the
intra-featural similarity is evaluated.

• Moreover, the proposed lattice offers a universal
structure to link language-specific phonetics to
phonological features.
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